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Abstract. The paper presents a free and open source toolkit which aim
is to quickly deploy web services handling distributed vector models of
semantics. It fills in the gap between training such models (many tools
are already available for this) and dissemination of the results to gen-
eral public. Our toolkit, WebVectors, provides all the necessary routines
for organizing online access to querying trained models via modern web
interface. We also describe two demo installations of the toolkit, featuring
several efficient models for English, Russian and Norwegian.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present WebVectors,1 a free and open-source toolkit to deploy
web services implementing vector semantic models, primarily word embeddings.

Vector models of distributional semantics are well established in the field of
computational linguistics and have been here for decades (see [1] for an extensive
review). However, recently they received substantially growing attention. The
main reason for this is a possibility to employ artificial neural networks trained
on large corpora to learn low-dimensional distributional vectors for words (word
embeddings). The most well-known tool in this field now is word2vec and its
Skip-Gram and CBOW algorithms, which allow fast training on huge amounts
of raw linguistic data [2].

Word embeddings represent meaning of words, and can be of use in almost
any linguistic task: named entity recognition [3], sentiment analysis [4], machine
translation [5], corpora comparison [6], etc. Approaches implemented in word2vec
and other similar tools are being extensively studied and tested in application
to the English language: see [7] and many others. However, for many other
languages the surface is barely scratched. Thus, it is important to facilitate
research in this field and to provide access to relevant tools for various linguistic
communities.
1 https://github.com/akutuzov/webvectors.
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With this in mind, we release the WebVectors toolkit. It allows to quickly
deploy a stable and robust web service for operations on vector semantic models,
including querying, visualization and comparison, all available to users of any
computer literacy level. It can be installed on any Linux server with a small
set of standard tools as prerequisites, and generally works out-of-the-box. The
administrator needs only to supply a trained model or models for one’s particular
language or research goal. The toolkit can be easily adapted for specific needs.

2 Deployment Basics

Technically, the toolkit is a web interface between distributional semantic models
and a user. Under the hood, we use Gensim library [8] which deals with models’
operations. The user interface is implemented in Python (Flask framework) and
runs on top of a regular Apache HTTP server or as a standalone service (using,
for example, Gunicorn). It communicates with Gensim (functioning as a daemon
with our wrapper) via sockets, sending user queries and receiving back models’
answers.

Such architecture allows fast simultaneous processing of multiple users query-
ing multiple models over network. Models themselves are permanently stored in
memory, eliminating time-consuming stage of loading them from hard drive every
time there is a need to process a query.

WebVectors can be useful in a very common situation when one has trained
a distributional semantics model for one’s particular corpus or language (tools
for this are now widespread and simple to use), but then there is a need to
demonstrate one’s results to general public. The setup process then is as follows:

1. install project and its dependencies at your Linux server according to the user
guide (it is basically installing Flask and Gensim and copying WebVectors
files to your web directory);

2. put your model(s) in ‘models’ sub-directory of WebVectors;
3. change configuration files, stating the paths to your models;2
4. optionally change other settings;
5. run Python script to load models into memory and start daemon listening to

queries via sockets;
6. run Apache or other web server you use, to start user interface listening to

HTTP queries.

3 Main Features of WebVectors

Immediately after that you can interact with the loaded model via web browser.
From a user’s point of view, WebVectors is a semantic calculator which operates
on relations between words in distributional models. In particular, users are
able to:
2 As of now, WebVectors supports models in generic Word2vec format (which is essen-

tially a simple list of word vectors, in text or binary form) and gensim format (it is
always binary and retains much more technical data, including output vectors).
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1. find semantic associates: words semantically closest to the query word
(results are returned as lists of words with corresponding similarity values);

2. calculate exact semantic similarity between pairs of words (results are
returned as similarity values, in the range between −1 and 1);

3. apply simple algebraic operations to word vectors: addition, subtraction,
finding average vector for a group of words (results are returned as lists of
words nearest to the product of the operation and their corresponding simi-
larity values); this can be used for analogical reasoning, widely known as one
of the most interesting features of word embeddings [2];

4. visualize word vectors and their geometrical relations;
5. get the raw vector (array of real values) for the query word.

All these operations can optionally employ part-of-speech filters. Of course, to
this end the model must be trained on a PoS-tagged corpus and must differentiate
between homonyms belonging to different parts of speech. Also, in this case
WebVectors can use an external tagger to detect PoS of the query words, if not
stated explicitly by the user. By default, Freeling suite of linguistic analyzers
[9] is employed for morphological processing: main reasons for choosing Freeling
is that it is open-source, supports multiple languages and provides thread-safe
parallel query processing, at the same time featuring sufficient accuracy (about
98% for English). However, one can easily adapt WebVectors to use any PoS-
tagger of one’s own choice.

Another feature of the toolkit is the possibility to use several models simul-
taneously. If several models are enumerated in the configuration file, the Web-
Vectors daemon loads all of them. At the same time, the user interface allows
to choose one of featured models or several at once. The results (for example,
lists of nearest semantic associates) for different models are then presented to
user side-by-side. Thus, it is convenient to conduct research related to compar-
ing several distributional semantic models (trained on different corpora or with
different hyperparameters).

For some categories of users it may be important that WebVectors web GUI is
HTML5-compliant and fully supports mobile devices. It is also inherently multi-
lingual: extending the interface with another language is pretty straightforward,
demanding only to add an entry for the new language in the configuration file
and to add new translations for text strings in the localization file (we provide
English and Russian translations).

In the spirit of the Semantic Web paradigm, each word in each model has its
own unique URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) explicitly stating lemma, model
and PoS: for example, http://example.com/webvectors/your model/boot N. In
response to requests for these addresses, we return a special page for this word
in this model, providing lists of the nearest semantic associates which belong to
the same PoS as the lemma itself (if PoS-aware model is used). Additionally, the
word vector and its visualization are shown, complete with links to search for
the word on the Internet or in the Wiktionary.

Web interface and neat HTML5 pages can be good for initial exploration into
the data or for live demos, but real studies often demand large-scale querying of

http://example.com/webvectors/your_model/boot_N
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models. That is why WebVectors returns not only human-readable results, but
also provides simple API. Using this, one can query the service from one’s own
application and receive results in the form of tab-separated text file or JSON.

3.1 Visualization Possibilities

WebVectors provides two kinds of visualizations: for vectors of single words and
for inter-relations between several words in the model. Single word visualizations
are simple plots of corresponding n-dimensional vectors. They can be useful for
explaining how distributed semantic models work, for the audience which is
not math-savvy. The Fig. 1 demonstrates such a plot for the 300-dimensional
vector of the word linguistics from the model trained on Russian
National Corpus.

Fig. 1. Visualization of a single word vector

Multiple words visualizations are implemented using the well-known t-SNE
algorithm [10] and project complex semantic relationships into the 2-dimensional
space, possibly providing useful insights into the data structure. The algorithm
tries to keep as much information about high-dimensional geometry as possible.
These plots are shown for queries consisting of 7 or more words (with less words
visualizations usually being not informative).

An example of such a plot for words ‘mouse, keyboard, computer, laptop,
aircraft, vehicle, car, tank, wine, beer, whisky ’ in a model trained on Google
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Fig. 2. Words relations visualization using t-SNE

News data set is shown in the Fig. 2. One can see how three groups of words are
clustered in different parts of the plot: computer hardware, alcoholic beverages
and transportation means.

Note that the layout of points in t-SNE plots is an approximate projection
of real word layout in the multidimensional vector space of the models. Thus,
distances between these points also only approximately reflect cosine similarities
between high-dimensional word vectors.

4 Live Demos

As stated above, WebVectors can facilitate semantic research for languages which
are less subject to computational linguists’ attention. One running installation
of our toolkit proves this: this is RusVectores service available at http://ling.
go.mail.ru/dsm/. The service is already being employed in academic studies in
computational linguistics [11] and digital humanities (several research projects
in process as of now).

It features four models for Russian trained on different corpora. Note that
prior to training, each word token in the corpora was not only lemmatized, but
also augmented with a marker denoting its part of speech (for example, ‘ V’
for the verb ‘to bake’ which in Russian is homonymous to the noun ‘furnace’).
This linguistic preprocessing lends the models the ability to better handle rich
morphology of Russian. In addition, it allows issuing PoS-aware queries like
‘What are the most semantically similar verbs to this noun?’.

http://ling.go.mail.ru/dsm/
http://ling.go.mail.ru/dsm/
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All the regularities described in English-related publications can be shown
to retain in Russian models, including analogical inference through algebraic
operations on vectors. For example, the model trained on concatenated Russian
Wikipedia and Russian National Corpus returns ‘daily round’ if subtracting

‘meaning’ from ‘life’. The existing research in English models has
shown that such relationships can be useful for many applications, including
machine translation [12].

RusVectores allows users to upload their own corpora and train models on
them server-side. After the corpus is uploaded, the user is provided with a unique
identifier, allowing access to the trained model, which can be then downloaded.
It is possible to train models either on raw texts or on PoS-tagged corpora.
Training hyperparameters (context window length, vector dimensionality, etc.)
are defined by a user via web interface.

Another service running on our code base is Semantic Vectors available at
http://ltr.uio.no/semvec. It allows queries to 3 English models: the widely known
Google News model distributed with word2vec tool, and the models we trained on
British National Corpus (BNC) and English Wikipedia. One can study semantic
differences between modern English language featured in Wikipedia and more
diverse but a bit outdated variety represented by BNC. Google News model
is trained on a very large corpus (100 billion words), but lacks linguistic pre-
processing, which in turn leads to more ways of performing interesting compar-
isons. Additionally, Semantic Vectors features a model trained on the corpus of
Norwegian news texts, Norsk aviskorpus [13]. To our knowledge, this is the first
neural embedding model for Norwegian made available online.

One can use the aforementioned services as live demos to evaluate
the WebVectors toolkit before actually employing it in one’s own workflow.

5 Conclusion

The main aim of WebVectors is to quickly deploy web services processing queries
to vector semantic models, independently of a particular language. It allows to
make complex linguistic resources available to wide audience in almost no time.
The authors plan to continue adding new features aiming at better understand-
ing of embedding models, including sentence similarities, text classification and
analysis of correlations between different models for different languages.

We are striving to lower the entry threshold for the distributional semantics
field. Neural word embeddings seem to be a very promising approach to many
NLP tasks that can be widely used. At the same time, it is important that
researchers (especially linguists) with no solid programming background were
able to use these powerful approaches: both in their studies and in disseminat-
ing their results. It is particularly true for a very popular discipline of digital
humanities, where convenient web access to data is paramount. All these aims
can be achieved with WebVectors.

Finally, we believe that the presented toolkit can popularize distributional
semantics and computational linguistics among general public. Services based

http://ltr.uio.no/semvec
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on it can promote interest among present and future students and help to make
the field more compelling and attractive.
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